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The Tsarina Imperial Dacha Company Ltd 
Registered in Scotland:  SC322344 

 

Log Cabin, Log Homes and Log Buildings/Structures 
 

The Natural, Eco and Environmentally Friendly and Energy Efficient 
Way to Build.  

 
Registered Office: 

63 Craiglea Crescent, Dalmellington, KA6 7TZ, East Ayrshire, Scotland 
Factory: 

Minivey Works, Burnton, Dalmellington, KA6 7PU 
Tel:     01292 551840 (Office/Home) 

0794 23 23 23 9 (Mobile 24 hours – Leave message if unavailable) 
E-Mail - rasputinscotland@aol.com 

 

               
                 Michael Dutton – Managing Director        Natalia Aleksandrova Dutton - Director 

 

 
Pinclanty Forest Learning Trail Cabin for Children with a focus on Disadvantaged Children 
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We are designers, manufacturers and builders of Log Cabins, Log  Homes, Holiday 

Log Cabins and other Log Structures from machine rounded solid log. 
Further down, you will some pictures of the cabins that we can offer, although 

each and every cabin or log home is bespoke and designed to our clients specifications. 
All our cabins are made from green tree (freshly felled tree), grown and 

harvested in Scotland (Mainly Ayrshire).  All walls have a minimum thickness of 15cm and 
with the option of 20cm or 30cm depending on the use of the cabin or how the client would 
like it to look.  We supply either cabin shells consisting of walls, joists and roof 
purlins/rafters or a complete house consisting of walls, floorboards, joists, roof, 
doors and windows.  We can also undertake to install the foundations, electrics and 
plumbing at extra cost. 

 
 

                  
1 ½ STOREY 2 BEDROOM LOG HOME WITH CLAY TILE ROOF. 

 
 

The advantages of a log building are numerous, many of which far outweigh the 
benefits of a normal timber framed house.  Some of these advantages include and not 
limited to: 
 

1. Far superior thermal properties than brick or timber framed homes. 
2. In the event of a fire a log cabin will not burn like a timber frame house, but will 

in fact only char due to the sheer mass of the logs themselves.  This is an obvious 
safety feature which has a huge advantage over timber framed houses. 

3. Our cabins are not like the thin walled imported kits that are currently available 
on the UK market, and which have an average life span of 10 years if not 
maintained, or 25 if maintained.  Our cabins, if maintained correctly can last in 
excess of 150 years or more, so they are also an excellent investment.  There are 
many examples of solid log cabins in Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, America, 
Canada and Alaska that are 300 years old and more, which is older than some of 
our castles in the UK.  The oldest Log Cabin in the world is 900 years old and is in 
Norway and still in use (not by the original builders though). 

4. Log Cabins help fight Global Warming, as the dangerous carbons that go toward 
causing global warming are trapped within the cells of the tree’s that the cabin 
is built from, and as minimum of processing is carried out on the tree, these 
carbons remain trapped in the mass of the log. Every time timber is cut, it not only 
releases these carbons into the atmosphere, and every cut at a sawmill requires 
energy.  So building with logs makes sense when considering helping to reduce 
carbons in the air and conserve energy. 

5. An average sized Log Cabin uses less tree’s than a same sized timber framed 
house, and this is due to the reduced amount of tree’s required through 
processing to produce the buildings, this in turn contributes to reducing carbon 
emissions produced through manufacturing processes involved in producing 
other types of construction and materials.  And again the energy saved by using 
logs rather than milled timber is quite substantial per construction. 
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6. Tree’s are a renewable resource, natural and an environmentally friendly 
building material.  Log Cabins will blend in with any environment due to being 
built from a totally natural material.  All our cabins are built using 100% 
natural materials with the minimum of processing. 

7. Log Cabins and Homes are a low cost way of achieving a far superior building 
over a timber framed cabin or home. 

8. Log Cabins are esthetically pleasing to the eye, and have a natural tendency to 
relax a person living inside, in a way similar to certain colours affect ones mood. 

9. There is no limit to the size of cabin or home, as the logs can be easily jointed for 
larger buildings. 

 
 

                        
           CHILDREN’S PLAY HOUSE                          1 ½ STOREY 3 BEDROOM 
                                                                            LOG HOME WITH CLAY TILE ROOF. 
 

10. Log Cabins and Homes are extremely energy efficient and result in significant 
savings in cost’s when it comes to keeping them warm.  This is due to the natural 
structure of wood whereby the cells of the wood act as small pockets of air 
which retain store warmth during warm periods, and then emit the stored warmth 
during cold periods.  You will find your cabin warm in winter and cool in the 
summer and your heating bills will be greatly reduced as less energy is required 
to heat them and keep them warm.  The lower energy demands contribute to 
helping reducing carbon emissions. 

11. We can build a Log Cabin or Log Home at a far cheaper price than a conventional 
Timber Frame Cabin or Home of the same size. 

12. We offer a choice of complete cabin or shell, subject to your budget and 
requirements. 

13. We guarantee our cabins for a minimum of 25 years against faulty workmanship.  
However, it should be noted that as the timber dries it may crack, but this is a 
totally natural process and is not classed as a fault.  The cracks themselves 
will not travel all the way through the log, but will stop at the heart of the log, 
but using special techniques when constructing, we minimize this cracking 
(checking) and encourage it to occur where it is out of sight.  However, these 
cracks will also add character to the Cabin or Home. 

14. Building with green logs means that for the up to 2 years after completion, your 
cabin will shrink and settle while the timber dries out.  This is normal and taken 
into consideration when building with allowance’s made for this when installing 
door openings, window openings, roof and internal stairs (if fitted).  You can 
expect your cabin or home to lose about 2% of its original height (about 1 to 2 ½ 
inches during this process until the timber moisture content has stabilized. 

15. Using green timber has the added advantage of all joints shrinking to an even 
stronger air tight fit as the logs dry out.  However, because we use green log, the 
cabins will dry out to a stage where they stabilize with the environment and 
climate that they are built in, this is a huge advantage over kiln dried timber as 
this allows the timber to resist cracking and will allow it to breath naturally in 
a climate that it is used to rather than absorb water like kiln dried timber would 
do, and absorbing water would cause the timber to swell, cause joints to move 
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and lose their sealing properties, and will also promote excessive cracking in the 
kiln dried timber and further promote rot within the timber itself.  Water is the 
main enemy of wooden structures, and therefore maintenance is an important 
factor.  Our customers are all informed of the routine maintenance required for 
a log building, which is not only low cost, but quick and easy to carry out.  Kiln 
dried timber also consumes a vast amount of energy to dry the timber, so again by 
using green timber logs to construct with we are helping reduce carbon 
emissions and save energy at the same time. 

16. The cabins are constructed in such a way so that if sometime in the future you 
wished to relocate, you could in fact disassemble you log cabin or home and take 
it with you.  This would be a great advantage if you were intending to move to a 
piece of ground that is undeveloped on, and your home would accompany you.  This 
allows you a greater choice of locations to buy with a minimum cost involved. 

 

    
 

   
 

  
 

PICTURES OF CABIN BUILDING IN PROGRESS – BEING BUILT OFF SITE, CABINS 
WILL BE COMPLETED, THEN DISMANTLED AND SHIPPED TO SITE WHERE THEY 

WILL BE REASSEMBLED AND FITTED OUT. 
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17. The 2 main factors that can damage a log cabin or log home is poor foundations 

or water damage.  These are the most important factors we take into account 
when designing and building your log cabin or log home, so you can rest assured 
that they have been built to the highest specification. 

18. We offer an aftercare service whereby we would attend your property once or 
twice a year for maintenance of the timber to ensure that the water repellant 
(non-toxic and environmentally friendly agents that we use) are still working as 
they should, and if they are not, then we would re-treat the timber.  All our 
treatments are water based repellents, and are non toxic to man, pets, wild 
animals or the environment.  We also offer a choice of colours should you wish to 
not have the natural color of the wood showing. 

19. We only use qualified experienced Log Builders in our constructions. 
20. Less waste is produced through processing when building a Log Cabin or Log 

House. 
21. Our Log Cabins and Log Homes are a long term investment rather than the short 

term investment involved in an imported kit log cabin. 
22. Log Cabins and Log Homes cost far less to heat, and therefore more energy 

efficient than conventional timber framed houses. 
23. The internal walls do not require cladding or further insulation due to the 

thickness of log that we use in building.  You therefore have a true log cabin, with 
log on the outside and log on the inside.  Log Cabins and Log Homes are used in the 
Arctic Circle in Norway, Finland, Russia,  and in Alaska as traditional residential 
properties without additional insulation, and these use less energy to heat and 
keep warm than residential homes here in the UK. 

24. Internal walls can be either solid log installed during construction, or partition 
walls installed after construction, dependant on customer requirements. 

 

    
 

   
 

Interiors which show the beauty and warmth of wood. 
 

25. All logs can be pre-drilled during construction to allow for electrical cable 
installation, or electrical cable can be installed during construction, again 
dependant on your requirements. 

26. You can have a Log Cabin or Log Home of your own design, and we would be happy 
to assist you in this with advice and expertise so that your final design plan meets 
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your requirements. 
27. We build with Norwegian Spruce, Larch, Douglas Fir, Sitka Spruce, Lodgepole 

Pine and other conifers, so your choice of woods and the variations of the 
natural colours of the logs allow you a wide choice, however, based on the use 
and location of the cabin we would advise which species would be more suitable 
for you, although this would not limit you to that species. 

 
When deciding your log cabin, one must consider location, purpose (permanent or 

temporary residence) general climate for area and roof finish (Wooden Clinker Tiles, 
Clay Tiles or Sheeting etc).  Wooden Clinker Tiles, although expensive as they are hand 
made, can last approx 50 to 70 years before having to be replaced.  The most important 
factor will be the choice of foundation type, and we will be happy to discuss this with 
you and advise what would be best for your cabin or home.  Another factor to consider 
is whether to have a single storey or a 1 and ½ storey cabin or home.  This would 
utilize the roof space as a sleeping area allowing you as much larger living area.  
Always remember that you Log Cabin or Log Home will only be as good as the 
foundations that it is built on, so the foundations are one of the major factors to take 
into account when building.  We also offer many extras for your cabin should you wish 
to incorporate them, and we would be happy to discuss them with you. 

On the following pages you will some ideas of some of the cabins that we offer, but 
do not let these plans limit your choice.  We can build to your own plans and designs so 
there is no limit of having your dream cabin of your own design.  There are also some 
pictures of cabins involving the construction and some of the construction process. 

We also build children’s log playhouse cabins and play equipment, so if you’re 
looking for a family cabin, why not compliment it with added facilities for your 
children. 

Our prices vary according to cabin, size, purpose of cabin (Permanent or Temporary 
Residence), roof material and final finishing and extra’s as per customer 
requirements.  We would be happy to discuss your needs with you and recommend what 
would be the most suitable cabin to satisfy these needs and then furnish you wish a 
quote for your dream Log Cabin or Log Home. 

In summary, Log Cabins and Homes are built from natural renewable resources. 
Energy efficient, Low Cost to build, Low cost to maintain, environmentally friendly, 
produce less waste during being processed and built, assembled using only natural 
materials all of which contribute toward lowering carbon emissions and 
subsequently aid in the fight against global warming,  On top of that, a Log Cabin or 
Log Home will blend in with any environment that it is sited, be it city, town, village, 
countryside or forest.  What more could you ask for, and top of all that, you would be 
helping toward reducing carbon emissions and saving energy and cost, both at a 
personal and global level. 

Each Dacha construction can be adapted for a multitude of uses which include, and 
not limited to: 

1. Garage with upstairs Office 
2. Garden Office 
3. Summer House 
4. Sauna 
5. Forest Cabin 
6. Animal Hide/Observation Hide 
7. Animal housing 
8. Store Cabin 
9. Ornamental 
10. Shelter 
11. Club House 
12. Children’s Hide 
13. Holiday Cabin 
14. Guest Accommodation 
15. Feed Store 
16. Fire Wood Store 
17. Enhancing Landscape and Scenery 
18. Small Shop or Commercial Premises 
19. Hunting Lodge 
20. Fishing Lodge 
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21. Granny Cabin 
 
 

 
 

Solid Machine Rounded Log 
 

   
 

   
 

 
 

The Tsarina Imperial Dacha Company Ltd 
Registered in Scotland:  SC322344 

63 Craiglea Crescent, Dalmellington, KA6 7TZ, East Ayrshire, Scotland 
Tel:  +44 (0) 1292 551840 or +44 (0) 78 593 25202 
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